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The need to preserve valuable organizational data is of paramount importance to any business
house, irrespective of its size. Enterprises follow well defined backup policies to protect their
important digital data from loss or corruption. And with information security regulations coming into
force corporations across industries are required to follow certain rules and methodologies with
regard to data backup. Most of the businesses make use of enterprise file recovery utility to
schedule their backups. This allows them to facilitate easy data storage and subsequent recovery if
required.

File recovery utility for daily backup

File recovery utility with incremental backup functionality is used largely by companies to perform
daily backups. This kind of data recovery software is programmed to process only those files that
have changed since the previous backup, thereby saving processing time and media resources.
Although some backup systems can do a full backup daily, they often have short-term retention
policies and therefore are not suitable for large corporate establishments with critical backup
requirements.

File recovery utility with long term retention property 

A number of companies run weekly and monthly backups in addition to the daily backup schedules.
These types of backup tools usually perform full backups by taking snapshot of the system that
marks the start of the system restore. This in conjugation with incremental backup completes the
process of system restoration. Weekly and monthly backups can retain data for longer periods of
time, even years in order to conform to regulatory requirements.

File recovery utility(http://www.intelinetsystems.com/image_backup.aspx) with extended retention
periods are generally employed to execute yearly and special backups where companies are
needed to store financial and regulatory records for decades. As media do not provide very reliable
options for data backup, the recovery utility is used to create multiple copies of the data in question
for use on the event of systems downtime. These copies can be used to restore the original at some
unknown later date.  

File recovery utility for database backup

With many corporations heavily relying on databases to run their daily business operations optimum
utilization of recovery utility to backup databases has become a priority. Both offline and online
backup procedures are adopted to provide data integrity and facilitate business continuity. Offline
mode allows the database to be fully backed up when not in use. On the other hand file recovery
utility performs online backup by taking an instantaneous snapshot of the data while the data base
is in use and then back it up to its final destination. 

Remote data storage solution

Corporate backup policy also includes offsite data storage wherein a remote server is used to keep
a second copy of all of your critical backups. Backups that are stored onsite run the risk of getting
destroyed in case a catastrophe strikes the computer room, damaging the backup media along with
the computer systems. Deployment of file recovery utility that provides offsite storage therefore
becomes imperative for any corporate house.
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As businesses attach a lot importance to the data that they generate on a daily basis, they need to
have a carefully planned data backup strategy in place. Corporations need to deploy as well as
regulate the operation of the recovery utility judiciously to reap maximum benefit from it.
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